Abstract-Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptosystem (HECC) is well suited for all kinds of embedded processor architectures, where resources such as storage, time, or power are constrained due to short operand sizes. We can construct genus 3 HECC on 54-bit finite fields in order to achieve the same security level as 160-bit ECC or 1024-bit RSA due to the algebraic structure of Hyperelliptic Curve. This paper explores various possible attacks to the discrete logarithm in the Jacobian of a Hyperelliptic Curve (HEC) and addition and doubling of the divisor using explicit formula to speed up the scalar multiplication. Our aim is to develop a cryptosystem that can sign and authenticate documents and encrypt / decrypt messages efficiently for constrained devices in wireless networks. The performance of our proposed cryptosystem is comparable with that of ECC and the security analysis shows that it can resist the major attacks in wireless networks.
INTRODUCTION
Public Key Cryptography plays an essential role in wireless network as these networks are vulnerable to both active and passive attacks. Security mechanisms are essential to ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and authenticity of the data that are transmitted in such networks. A lot of information can be revealed online due to various attacks like forgery, impersonation attack, insertion attack, etc. Therefore, to protect the information between the user (client) and information provider (server), the message must be transmitted in an encrypted way. If an encrypted message is transmitted, the cryptographic framework has to ensure that no other party can obtain any information about the message or change it without being noticed. To fulfill this need, a digital signature is necessary which helps to guarantee the reliability, non-repudiation and unforgeability. Most of the systems use RSA based digital signatures [1, 2] . However RSA signature is not suitable for constrained devices as it requires long key length. This approach can lead to a number of problems such as increased processing time (decryption time increases about 8 times as key sizes double) and increased key storage requirement (for private and public key certificates). Cryptosystems based on Elliptic Curve and Hyperelliptic Curve are considered to be suitable for platforms with limited resources since they require smaller fields than RSA to attain the same security level. The purpose of this paper is the performance study of an alternative technology, namely HECC, which is based on curve arithmetic and offer significant benefits over RSA and ECC when used in constraint devices in wireless network.
To provide secure communication in a wireless network, authenticated key agreement protocol is an important primitive for establishing session key. Existing authentication protocol [3] certify users through a third party called Certification Authority who issues public keys for secure communication. But this increases the traffic a lot by introducing frequent certificates, which results in higher energy consumption and also key administration overhead. To overcome these problems, many key exchange protocols like PKE [4] , EPA [5] , and SKA [6] are introduced. Most of these protocols are password based where a directed dictionary attack can almost always succeed to break the password. To overcome this problem, ECC based authenticated key agreement protocol in wireless network are discussed in [7] [8] [9] [10] . These protocols utilize ECDSA signature technique which enhances the security level of user authentication and key exchange. However, the security level can also be increased using hyperelliptic curve because it has some advantage over ECC. For instance, in ECC we have to work with operand lengths of approximately 160-bit whereas in the case of HECC, one needs 40-bit to 80-bit long operands to compute the group operations for these curves. Thus, HECC is more suitable for implementation in the constrained platforms like the PDA, smartcard, and handheld devices etc. in wireless network.
Current research on HECC emphasizes finding efficient methods to select secure hyperelliptic curves, fast operations on the Jacobians, and implementation of HECC for use in practical applications to enhance network security. In this direction, we have explored various possible attacks to the discrete logarithm in the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve that are to be considered to establish a secure HEC. Then we explore the group operations on a Jacobian in detail so as to obtain the explicit formula for performing addition and doubling in an efficient way to speed-up the arithmetic on genus-3 hyperelliptic curves.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: i) We have implemented Hyperelliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (HECDH) key agreement protocol for secret key generation and Hyperelliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (HECDSA) for signature generation /verification, considering the genus 3 Hyperelliptic Curve C : 1 over the finite field 2 7 using
Netbeans IDE 6.8. We have preferred Java over C++, as Java enables the development of robust applications on multiple platforms in heterogeneous distributed networks. ii) The security analysis of the proposed protocol shows that it can resist the main attacks from both internal users and external hackers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, Secure Hyperelliptic Curve is discussed; Section 3 provides Mathematical Background; Section 4 presents proposed Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptosystem; Section 5 presents Implementation Results; Section 6 presents Security Analysis of the proposed cryptosystem. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.
SECURE HYPERELLIPTIC CURVE
Hyperelliptic Curves present a rich source of abelian groups over which the discrete logarithm problem is believed to be difficult. Hence these groups can be used for the implementation of various public key primitives. If the curves are chosen carefully then the DLP in these groups is as hard as for general groups and one can use much smaller parameters and key sizes than when using the multiplicative group of finite fields and still obtain the same level of security. The selection of a secure hyperelliptic curve is explored in this section:
Let a hyperelliptic curve C of genus g is defined on a finite field q (q = p r and p is a prime), and given by the equation C: y 2 + h(x)y = f(x). The order of the Jacobian ( q ) of C, denoted by # (C; q ), should be divisible by a large prime number l of at least 40 decimal digits [11] . Let q n denote the degree n extension of q . Its Jacobian (C; q n ) over q n is a finite abelian group and (q n/2
. The HCDLP in (C; q n ) is: given two divisors , defined on (C; q n ) over q n , to determine the integer m such that =m , provided that such an integer m exists.
To establish a secure HEC, we should select the hyperelliptic curve so that its Jacobian satisfies the following conditions: 1) There is an index calculus attack on (C; q n ) that is more efficient than Pollard's rho method if the genus g of C is not small enough. Initially, this attack was developed for high genus curves by Adleman, Demarrais, and Huang [12] . They found a sub-exponent time algorithm to solve the DL in the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curves of a big genus over a finite field. Curves of higher genera (preferably g<4) are, therefore, not suitable for cryptographic use (2g+1 < log q n ).
2) Any naive implementation that neglects security aspects like selection of the curve can be broken by the generic cryptanalytic attacks. If the group order is large, but is divisible by only small primes, the DLP can be broken by Pohlig-Hellman attack. Therefore, # (C; q n )
should have a large prime factor so as to prevent the attacks of Pohlig-Hellman's methods. Since the time complexity of Pohlig-Hellman's method is proportional to the square root of the largest prime factor of # (C; q n ), so far it is demanded that this largest prime factor should be at least 160-bit in length. 3) In order to prevent the attack of Frey [13] , which uses the Tate pairing generation of MOV attacks, the large prime factor of # (C; q n ) should not divide (q n ) k -1, here k < (log q n ) 2 .
4) In order to prevent the attack generated by Ruck [14] , the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve over the large prime field GF(p) should not have p-order subgroup. 5) Simple side channel attacks obtain information from a single scalar multiplication by observing leaked information [15] . For restricted devices like smartcards it is possible for an attacker to derive side-channel information on the operations performed. To harden a cryptographic primitive against simple side-channel attacks, we make the observable information independent of the secret scalar. This is achieved by one of the following three approaches: inserting dummy arithmetic instructions, using indistinguishable / unified addition and doubling formulas, or applying Montgomery's ladder for scalar multiplication.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptosystem (HECC) was proposed by Koblitz [11] , based on the discrete logarithm problem on the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curves over finite fields.
Arithmetic of Hyperelliptic Curve
A hyperelliptic curve C of genus g over q is an absolutely irreducible non-singular curve defined by C , where , ∈ q [x], are such that is absolutely irreducible over q , and if Consider a Hyperelliptic curve C as defined by C:
, ∈ , is a finite formal sum of points. Its degree is the sum of the coefficients ∑ . The set of all divisors form an Abelian group denoted by (C). The set of degree zero divisors 0 forms a subgroup of (C).
Every rational function consisting of the formal sum of the poles and zeros of the function on the curve C gives rise to a divisor of degree zero. Such divisors are called principal and the set of all principal divisors is denoted by . If , ∈ 0 then we write ~ if ∈ ;
and are said to be equivalent divisors. Now, we can define the Jacobian of C as the quotient group 0 / [17] .
If we want to define the Jacobian over , denoted by C ( ), we say that a divisor D = ∑m i P i is defined over if D σ = ∑m i P i σ is equal to D for all automorphisms σ of over [16] . Cantor shows that each element of the Jacobian can be represented in the form D = ∑ r i=1 P ir.∝ such that for all i ≠ j, P i and P j are not symmetric points [18] . Such a divisor is called a semireduced divisor. Each element of the Jacobian can be represented uniquely by such a divisor, subject to r ≤ g. Such divisors are referred to as reduced divisors. We use the reduced divisor in addition to C .
For a genus 3 hyperelliptic curve C over q defined as C: Y 2 = (X), a semi-reduced divisor can be represented by the following pair of polynomials :
The degree of U is called the weight of D, and D is a reduced divisor, if its weight equals 3. Any class in J C ( q ) is uniquely represented by a reduced divisor (i.e., each class includes a unique reduced divisor).
Unlike elliptic curve, the points on the hyperelliptic curve do not form a group. The additive group on which the cryptographic primitives are implemented is the divisor class group. Each element of this group is a reduced divisor. The group elements have a nice cannonical representation by means of two polynomials of small degree. The basic algorithm of performing arithmetic for divisor addition and doubling in the Jacobian of hyperelliptic curve is Cantor's algorithms.
Group Operations on a Jacobian
Group operations of divisor on c ( ) are performed in the following two steps: addition of generic divisors and doubling of generic divisors. Addition of divisor classes means multiplication of ideal classes, which consists of a composition of the ideals and a first reduction to a basis of two polynomials. The output of this algorithm is called semi-reduced divisor. Then the second algorithm (reduction) is used to find the unique representative in the class. Cantor's algorithm [18] is used for transferring the group laws in a sequence of composition and reduction using only polynomial arithmetic. Harley's algorithm for genus 3 Curve: Cantor's algorithm is slow due to Polynomial arithmetic. The solution is to transform polynomial operations into field operations (explicit formula) by considering most frequent cases (occur with a probability ~1-O (1/q)). It was done by Harley in 2000 [19] by using reduced divisors represented by Mumford's representation for input and output divisor classes on genus 2 curves. Subsequently, Harley's algorithm was used for fast arithmetic on genus 3 HEC.
First classification of the input divisor classes is done by using the weights of them and then another classification of the divisor classes is done by testing gcd(U 1 , 
Explicit Formula for genus 3 Curves
The first explicit formula for genus 2 proposed by Harley [19] has been followed by the work of Lange [20, 21] . After extensive research on explicit formula for performing addition and doubling, Avanzi [22] proposes a software implementation of genus 2 and genus 3 hyperelliptic curves over large prime fields. Pelzl and Wollinger [17, 23] propose a cost effective explicit formula for genus 2 and genus 3 curves and give the first implementation of a HEC cryptosystem on an embedded processor. Gonda et al. [24] propose improvements of addition algorithm on genus 3 HEC and implemented it on a 64-bit CPU. Fan et al. [25] discussed the performance of genus 3 HECC over three different binary fields. The idea to use HEC for cryptographic applications has been further analyzed and implemented in software and hardware oriented platforms by Kuroki et al. [26] , Sakai and Sakurai [27] , Nagao [28] , and Smith [29] . We discussed the evolution of Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptosystems in [30] .
Explicit Formula for addition and doubling of divisors based on [17, 23, and 25] In the above case the cost of addition and doubling of divisor is I+68M+12S and I+60M+16S respectively where I= Inversion, M = Multiplication, S= Squaring.
PROPOSED HYPERELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOSYSTEM
The proposed cryptosystem is shown in Fig.1 . The system works as follows: Party A (Client) and Party B (Server) will generate their private keys ( , ) and public keys ( , ) using HEC. Before generating key pairs, the system parameters hyperelliptic curve C, prime p, divisor D, and elements of the group G of order N are exchanged in the initialization phase. For authentication, Party A first takes message m. The message is input to a hash function that produces a secure hash code of a fixed length. The hash code is provided as input to a signature function along with a random number k generated by PRNG (Pseudo Random Number Generator) for this particular signature. The function also depends on PR A and system parameters ( 2 n , C , D, N, c, p). The result is a signature consisting of two components, Q and S. After that the message is first encrypted and binded with the signature. Then the block containing the encrypted message ( and signature (Sig) is again encrypted with the common secret key (K) and send it to the Party B.
At the receiving end, Party B first decrypts the block containing the message and the signature with the common secret key K. Now Party B gets the encrypted message and signature separately. Again Party B will decrypt the encrypted message ( and a hash code of the incoming message is generated. The incoming message and the signature is the input to a verification function. The verification function also depends on the PU A , system parameters ( 2 n ,C,D,N,c, p).
The output of the verification function is a value that is compared with the signature component. If the condition is satisfied then the signature is considered to be a valid signature and the message is accepted. We divide the proposed protocol into four different phases. Our proposed protocol uses modified HECDH and HECDSA to enhance security.
The phases of our proposed protocol are described below:
Initialization Phase
During this phase, Party A first calculates X= h(CIN ) where CIN is the Client Identification No. and h( ) is a one way hash function. Now the client (Party A) generates a pre-knowledge message containing the client network identity (ID), X, and system parameters (hyperelliptic curve C, prime p and divisor , representation of field elements of order N, and P a point on the curve) and transmit it to the server (Party B). Once the pre-knowledge message is received, server (Party B) will match the received value of X with the stored value in the verification table (this table is generated after the deployment of the network). If the values are same, then the server (Party B) agrees for further communication and sends an acknowledgement of the preknowledge message to Party A. After that both parties will generate a common secret key for secure communication.
Secret Key Generation Phase
In this phase we use Hyperelliptic Deffie-Hellman key exchange protocol for establishing a common secret key by applying the following steps:
► Party A will generate Private key ∈ R N [choose a prime ( ) at random in N]. ► Party A will generate Public key = and send to Party B. [ is represented using Mumford representation which is of the form ; ]; ► Similarly Party B will generate the private key , public key = . Party B will send the public key Party A. ► Once Party A and Party B exchange their public keys, Party A computes P and common secret key Here P is a point on the curve whose x co-ordinate is considered for calculation of , . ► On the other side Party B will computes P and generates the common secret key . If the protocol works correctly, both the Party A and Party B generates the same value of . This can be proved by the simple mathematical calculation shown below: P P Signature Generation and Verification Phase HECDSA signature scheme is used here. For generation of signature we apply hash functions to message m. Here, we assume that E∈G is represented using Mumford representation which is of the form E , with = x + ∑ where ≤ g ► A generates a random nonce k ∈ R N and produce ← where is each non-trival group element represented using Mumford representation. 
Encryption and Decryption Phase
For message encryption and decryption, we follow the methods of HECC encryption and decryption [15] .
In the encryption process first message m will be encoded as a series of points which is represented as , ) noted as E M . To encrypt this message, Party A will perform the following steps:
► Party A generates [W is in the form ; where is previously generated random prime no. and is the divisor. ► Produce the cipher text , which is sent to Party B.
To decrypt the cipher text C M , Party B multiplies the first part in the pair by Party B's private key and subtracts the result from the second part of the pair. The original message can be retrieved from the cipher text as shown below:
--B -
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
We have implemented genus 3 HECC on different binary fields using Netbeans IDE 6.8. Netbeans refers to both a platform framework for Java desktop application and an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for developing mobile and web applications with Java. In the Java architecture, the security API (java.security package) for the Java Development Kit (JDK) introduced the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA), which allows the generation of digital signature and message digests and more specifically Java Cryptography Extension (JCE), which provides implementation for key generation and agreement, encryption, and decryption algorithm.
We have considered the hyperelliptic curve : +1 of genus 3 over the finite field 2 7 . P=( 30 , 0) is an ordinary point in C( 2 7 Table 1 (after the first round). The timings have been measured on a PC with an Intel Core 2DUO CPU T6400@ 2.00GHz and windows vista operating system having jdk1.
Performance Analysis
i) We have compared our results with the timings of the basic operation found in [31] . These are 80 ms for secret key generation, 150 ms for signature generation, and 230 ms for signature verification with 163-bit key size based on ECC as against our result of 16 ms for secret key generation, 53 ms for signature generation, and 31 ms for signature verification with 54-bit key size based on HECC. Hence, our experimental result shows that the proposed cryptosystem is efficient as it takes less time for basic authentication operations.
ii) An efficient authentication protocol takes into consideration the communication and computation load during the user (client) authentication phase. The total number of bits exchanged in this protocol is 780 bits. The proposed protocol also has a low computation load on the client side compared to the existing protocols as shown in Table 2 .
SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the security of HECC. The proposed key agreement protocol will be considered to be a secure authenticated protocol if it satisfies the following properties:
Man-in-the-middle attack: This can be considered as an active attack. In this protocol, no useful information about the secret key K is revealed during a successful run. Consider A and B to be two communicating parties. Attacker I intercepts the public key PU A and replaces it by PU I . Then it sends PU I to B and when B sends its public key PU B , it again captures PU B . But attacker I cannot compute the value of K and D because the security of an HEC is based on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem in the Jacobian of the curve. Thus attacker I cannot decrypt the useful messages or generate a valid signature during a successful run. Thus this protocol resists the man-in-the-middle attack.
Small subgroup attack:
In a hyperelliptic cryptosystem, the system parameters ( 2 n ,C,D,N,c, p) are chosen in a manner such that the DL problem is too hard to compute. If hyperelliptic curve C has enough prime factors, the attacker could determine the secret scalar modulo of all these primes and recover a large part of the secret by using Chinese remaindering. Known-key attack: In our proposed protocol, the client and the server both generate new PU A and PU B in every new session, and in addition the secret random no. k is changed with every new session also. Thus our proposed protocol is secure against known key attacks assuming that the hyperelliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is intractable.
Cipher text only attack:
In a chosen ciphertext attack, the adversary knows the encryption algorithm and has access to many ciphertexts to be decrypted with an unknown key. In a chosen ciphertext attack the adversary uses the previous results to select subsequent ciphertexts with the secret key. In our proposed protocol, we never transmit the secret key K, which is used to encrypt the original encrypted message along with the signature. Even if an adversary knows the secret key, he cannot produce the original message as the cipher text consists of two parts, which is very difficult to decrypt as it lies on DLP in Jacobian of the curve.
Dictionary attack:
In dictionary attack, the attacker pretends to be a legitimate client and attempts to login by guessing different passwords from a dictionary. As our protocol is not based on passwords, this type of attack is not applicable.
Perfect forward secrecy:
In our protocol, perfect forward secrecy is maintained even if the user's public key is compromised since private key cannot be compromised as it is a random value that is changed from time to time. The adversary cannot decrypt the ciphertext as encryption is done using private key and public key, which depends on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem in the Jacobian of the curve. If we change the system parameters after each session then this problem becomes more hard. Thus, the property of perfect forward secrecy is satisfied.
CONCLUSION
HECC is a cryptosystem of choice when targeting embedded environments as the HEC operand size is only a fractional amount of the EC operand size and almost all the standard discrete logarithm based protocols such as the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and EIGamal can be planted to HEC. We have explored in this paper various possible attacks that are to be considered to establish a secure HEC and efficient scalar multiplication. Our experimental results show that a public-key cryptosystem for constrained devices based on hyperelliptic curves can be designed to exchange keys, sign and authenticate documents, and encrypt and decrypt messages efficiently. In our view, HECC of genus 3 has the merit to be the preferred cryptosystem in constrained environment, as the performance of HECC with the operand size of 54-bit is comparable with the performance of ECC with an operand size of 160-bit. 
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